
MATH 110: Mathematis and MusiHomework Assignment #4DUE DATE: Fri., Feb. 24th, start of lass.You should write up solutions neatly to all problems, making sure to show all your work. Youare strongly enouraged to work on these problems with other lassmates, although the solutionsyou turn in should be your own work.Note: Please list the names of any students or faulty who you worked with on the assignment.1. Read Chapter 3 of the ourse text, The siene of musial sound, by Charles Taylor.2. Aording to Taylor, what role does the brain play in our ability to hear musi? Give someexamples.3. Why is it that our brain an tell the di�erene between an eletroni synthesized version ofA 440 and the same note sounded by an oboe, even if their orresponding wave-forms arevirtually idential?4. Reall that 2� radians is equivalent to 360Æ. Evaluate the following without a alulator. Besure to explain how you obtained your answers.a. sin(50�) b. sin(9�2 ) . os(51�) d. os(k�) where k is an odd integer5. Given a sound wave of the form y = 22 sin(1000�(t� 200))where t is measured in seonds, what is the amplitude, period and frequeny of the sine wave?Could a dolphin hear this note?6. On the same set of axes, sketh the graph of the two sine wavesy = 5 sin(2t) and z = 5 sin(2(t� �2 )):You might draw one urve with a solid line and the other dashed, or use di�erent olors.7. A piano tuner omparing two of three strings on the same note of the piano hears three beatsa seond. If one of the two notes is E (330 Hz) above middle C , what are the possibilities forthe frequeny of the other string?8. Using the trig addition formula for sine derived in lass, simplify the sumsin(310�t) + sin(318�t):What is the \frequeny" of the resulting wave and how many beats per seond would youexpet to hear if the two waves were sounded together?



9. Reall that sin(A+B) = sinA osB + osA sinB (1)os(A+B) = osA osB � sinA sinB (2)a. Set A = B = � in equation (1) and derive the double-angle formula for the sine funtion,sin(2�) = 2 sin � os �.b. Set A = B = � in equation (2) and derive a double-angle formula for the osine funtion,os(2�) = 2 os2 � � 1. Note: os2 � = (os �)2.. Find a formula for os(3�) in terms of only os � and higher powers of os �. Hint:Somewhere in your alulation you will need to use the famous identity between os2 �and sin2 �.10. Following the proof we did in lass for the sum sinu + sin v, prove a similar formula for thesum of two osines: os u+ os v = 2 os(u+ v2 ) os(u� v2 )11. Reall that the overtone series of a frequeny u onsists of the sequene of higher and highermultiples of u: u; 2u; 3u; 4u; 5u; : : :a. List the �rst ten frequenies (inluding the fundamental) in the overtone series for A 220Hz.b. List the �rst ten frequenies (inluding the fundamental) in the overtone series for A 440Hz.. Cirle the frequenies whih A 220 and A 440 have in ommon. These two notes are anotave apart.d. True or False: (provide justi�ation) Eah frequeny in the overtone series for a note anotave higher than u is part of the overtone series for u.12. Reall that a note of frequeny u and a note of frequeny 32u are a perfet �fth apart.a. List the �rst ten frequenies (inluding the fundamental) in the overtone series for 32u.b. Cirle all of the frequenies in your series from part a. whih are also ontained in theovertone series for u.. Make a bold onjeture onerning the overlap of the two overtone series. Why does thisreinfore the idea that the perfet �fth is one of the most onsonant intervals after theotave?


